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Aniel the Angel pendant
COUNTED CROSS STITCH CHART BY FABY REILLY DESIGNS

This Music-themed cross stitch design is the 6th in a beautiful series ofpendant shaped Christmas ornaments. The
ornaments have 3 sides with matching motifs, an exclusive design by Faby Reilly.

The first cross stitch motif features Aniel the golden hair cherub angel singing Christmas carols.
Music instruments occupy the second side, with a red beribboned lyre and horn. The delicate strings of the lyre are
fine golden threads.
The third motif is a Christmas candle.

The motif makes use of DMC's Color variations threads which add interesting hues to the stitching. Gold threads
are also used as well as a diamond eyelet specialty stitch.

The chart comes with an extensive step by step tutorial for finishing the pendant-shaped ornament as well as for
the specialty stitch.

Creative Poppy tip: Once you have stitched your pendant, hang on to your chart. It will be handy for stitching gift
tags, cards and other small Christmas items.

A cross stitch pattern designed by Faby Reilly .
>> visit Faby Reilly's pattern gallery.
Number of stitches: 150 x 100 (wide x high)
>> View size in my choice of fabric - Click here (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch (no fractional stitches), Backstitch, specialty stitches
Chart: Color Chart
Threads: DMC Embroidery floss, DMC Color Variations, DMC Light effect metallics
Number of colors: 13

Themes: Angel, music, lyre, candles, song, carols

>> see all Xmas ornaments by Faby Reilly
>> see all Christmas patterns (all designers)
>> see all patterns related to Music and Dance (all designers)

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £, €: to view price in POUNDS / EUROS…, select a currency in top right section of this page.
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